
Medical Gases Training

MGPS advanced practical

50+ years of world-class training

Eastwood Park delivers MGPS training to support a number of roles, with a mix of both theory
and practical learning. 

Course aim
Learners will develop practical skills and additional knowledge required for the safe set up, operation, fault
finding and maintenance of medical gas plant and pipe work systems to HTM 02-01.

Objectives
Apply all relevant safety procedures when working on medical gas pipeline systems and identify potentially
hazardous practices and situations
Demonstrate the operation of the ‘Permit to Work’ system on a live medical gas pipeline systems by
performing all duties of an Authorised Person and competent person as defined in HTM 02
Detail and apply the operational parameters of medical gas systems and be able to set up medical gas systems
to operate to the correct parameters.
Carry out the operational checks required for medical gas systems
Carry out repair and service tasks on medical gas plant (Manifolds, Medical air plant, Vacuum plant)
Carry out repair and service tasks on pipeline components (LVA, AVSU,s Terminal units etc)
Correctly calibrate pressure switches and set up alarm systems
Carry out the engineering tests relevant to the commissioning, refurbishing and /or repair of medical gas
pipeline systems and plant
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Is this course for you?
This course is for those who intend to have a hands-on involvement or require greater practical skills to maintain,
repair and fault find on medical gas equipment.
For Authorised persons this course will build upon the knowledge gained within the Authorised person course and
enable the Authorised person to confidently assess Competent persons ability and monitor work carried out by
contractors.
For Competent persons this course will build upon skills gained within the competent person course enabling them
to carry out a range of tasks related to the medical gas plant and equipment
The course is of a purely practical nature and as such ONLY those who have completed an Authorised person or
Competent person course (provided by any training provider) will be accepted.


